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 FOREWORD BY THE 

GROUP MODERATOR 

 
Ekakshaara has kept its promise. I am personally proud of our editorial team. They have successfully 
churned out four issues back to back without any interruption. We all know how difficult it is to 
publish a magazine. And doing it quarter after quarter consistently is even more difficult. Publishing 
is an e-magazine is about creativity, collaboration, commitment and hard work. The duo of Ellora 
Panda and Pranab Pani have stuck to their task and proved that they have it in them what it takes to 
bring out a world class magazine for learning & development and HR professionals. 
 
I am happy that we are releasing the anniversary issue of Ekakshaara  this quarter. Incidentally, the 
Learning and Development Group was founded on 12th September 2011. Exactly a year later, we 
released the first issue of Ekakshaara on the occasion of the 1st Anniversary of the Learning & 
Development Group.  And today we are releasing the fourth issue of Ekakshaara. 
 
The theme of this issue is LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT. This topic has assumed a lot of significance in 
the present age. Today, the workforce in organizations and businesses primarily comprise 
Knowledge Workers.  Renowned Management Guru, Peter Drucker described the present age as 
that of the Knowledge Workers. I recall what he once said which aptly describes knowledge workers 
of today:- 
 
“For the first time- literally- substantial and rapidly growing numbers of people have choices. For the 
first time, they will have to manage themselves. And the society is totally unprepared for it.” 
 
It is extremely difficult to lead and manage such a workforce today. It requires leadership of a 
different level to motivate, inspire and energize the knowledge workers. This speaks volumes of the 
need for leadership development and we dedicate this edition of Ekakshaara to the same topic.  
 
 

Surya P Mohapatra 
                                                       ..            
Bangalore based Senior Management Professional. Contact him on suryapm69@gmail.com 

 

mailto:suryapm69@gmail.com
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 FROM THE CHIEF EDITOR’S DESK 

Dear Readers, 
 
Ekakshaara greets you all. 
 
It is a new beginning, with a new chapter, in a new season, with a new quarter edition of Ekakshaara 
that makes its appearance with your insightful articles adorning the prestigious e-journal to serve 
the Learning & Development domain. The theme of this edition is “Leadership Development”. 
 
We take delight in presenting to you this edition with eight useful writings by the experienced 
professionals from across the country. We are sure, the articles will be a very good reading and will 
succeed in analysing and discussing the said topic while providing ways ahead to overcome the 
inherent challenges prevailing in the industry and also anticipated in the future. We take immense 
pleasure in the fact that all these articles by the learned writers have dissected the issues threadbare 
and also provided insight to the same while suggesting ways and means to handle them for the 
mutual benefit of the organizations and its precious human resources. We are sure; the readers will 
find them very useful and would follow the professional suggestions with a pragmatic approach 
holistically. 
 
This is a humble yet quite responsible effort by the editorial board to bring up the pertinent issues 
and challenges faced by the industry globally and the Learning & Development group in particular. 
We sincerely hope, the published writings will positively help the industry to improve and also help 
the professionals in managing the same to move ahead for a better and learned world. This amplifies 
the stated motto of this prestigious group – “Sharing Knowledge…Enriching the World”. 
 
We apologise to you for the delay in our publication. However, the published articles will be worth 
its wait for a useful read.  
 
We thank each of the writers for their praiseworthy contributions and would expect same support in 
future. We request you to share this e-journal with your friends and colleagues everywhere and give 
your valuable comments and suggestions. 
 
Happy reading. 
 

Ellora Panda 
                                                       ..            
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 PRANAB K. PANI 

 

HUMAN RESOURCE – DEVELOPMENT? 

New research shows that three-quarters of gainfully employed thirty-something send out resumes 

and interview for new jobs at least once a year. And they leave their companies after just 28 months, 

on average. Some are looking for higher pay, but many who were surveyed complained that formal 

career development – such as mentoring and training – was lacking at their companies. Another 

recent survey in India conducted by CII in association with Deloitte revealed work-life, career score 

at the top of mind of the Gen Ys. 

When companies recruit top talent, they overpromise. When giving out assignments that their new 

managers will find challenging and engaging, they under-deliver. But when the rubber meets the 

road, the mundane, tedious work process engages the soaring aspiration of the employee, 

demoralising him in the process.  

The previously mentioned survey in India tried to 

understand the challenges in addressing the 

aspirations and concerns of a multigenerational 

workforce. It have an interesting but matter-of-fact 

observation that “Indian workplaces have become an 

interesting blend of three generations – the business 

leaders and CEOs of Baby Boomer generation (45 

plus), management teams and senior professionals 

from Gen X (23 to 45) and young Gen Y professionals 

(under 23).” This generation gap has led to differences in working and communication styles as well 

as motivation. The study found out that the Gen Y has the “least preference for loyalty and equality, 

both relatively and in absolute terms.” 

All these development and change in perspective induces the management leadership to rethink and 

revisit their employee management or human resource development strategies. It needs to have a 

healthy blend of experience and youthful energy with innovative ideas and approaches to work. In 

“When Companies recruit top 
talent, they overpromise. 
When giving out assignments 
that their new managers will 
find challenging and 
engaging, they under-
deliver.” 
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order to avoid clashes in between, it needs to deal with each of them differently while finding out a 

synergy in line with the corporate objectives. 

Several fancy training modules and management theories are being practised by the new-age 

organizations across the globe. How many of them really benefit the people concerned and if they 

influence positively the working style of the management, need further probing and assessment. 

Kowtowing management theories by the HRD and a lack of sincerity on the part of the business 

leaders hamper any positive growth and the human resources continue to struggle increasing the 

dissatisfaction among the employees and rising attrition level. Adding misery to all these is the 

intolerant and the ambitious mindset of the Gen Y that doesn’t espouse the age-old dictum of 

loyalty and adjustment. They are very clear in their mind to earn enough to enjoy a cosy lifestyle yet 

continuously progress and advance in career with excitement egging their emotion and moves. 

Does employee engagement matter for business success? 
 

 Sears model: 5 pt unit increase in employee attitude = 1.3 increase in customer impression = 
0.5 revenue growth (Harvard Business Review)        

 Companies where employees understand goals of their organisation have 29% greater 
shareholder return. (Towers Watson) 

 Engaged employees average 2.67 days sick annually vs. 6.19 disengaged. (Gallup)  

 Companies voted as “best to work for” yield higher returns to shareholders. (Fortune 
Magazine) 

 Organisations with “engaged” employees have 6% greater return. (McKinsey) 

 1% of additional employee commitment is worth £200.000 in sales. (Institute of Employment 
Studies)  

 68% of customer defections are due to an indifferent employee. (Harvard Business Review)  
 

Listening to the top three drivers of engagement and Focus on these will improve engagement:  
 
Blessing White Employee Engagement Research 2013 Report observes that employees in India ask 
for:  
 

• “Greater clarity about what the organisation needs me to do – and why”    
• “Regular, specific feedback about how I’m doing”  
• “Development opportunities and training” 

 
Let’s put aside all preaching as espoused by several management theories and researches and look 

into the everyday real life that unfolds in a corporate. Most of the organizations and business houses 

have been making efforts at the development of the human resources through Learning & 

Development, Management seminars/workshops, Skill-set enhancement programs etc. But, they all 

struggle to contain the attrition rates. What’s missing here? It is perhaps, the honest human 

connection and bondage, could be a sense of belongingness. The scenario also reflects the prevailing 

mindset of the Gen-Y that doesn’t believe in loyalty and are a restless lot pursuing their ambitions 

within the comfort zone. When business is driven by numbers and the bottom-line demands an ever 

ascending graph, human resource becomes the inevitable casualty when the chips are down. 

Today’s employees are pragmatic about the ground reality and hence, the prevalence of mistrust in 

between. Many a time, the custodian of employee management prefer to stay in the comfort zone 
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and toe the management line that often borders on impersonal strategies and driven exclusively by 

profit, giving scant regard to human emotions. 

 
Values and Principles in society are crumbling as are the relationships between human beings. 

Consumerism has spawned a breed that thrives on self-service and pursues hedonism to the hilt. 

Technology has brought us together but also has made us indifferent and restless. Lack of business 

ethics and corrupt practices have influenced many youth adversely. A cursory look into the 

communication and behaviour by the people in the popular social networking sites would reveal the 

clumsy scenario that threatens the social fabric. When the networked world spreads its reach every 

nook and corner of the human civilization, it strangely leaves many away from each other. This 

dichotomy engulfs us all today and impacts not only the social behaviour of all but the way business 

operates. In this mad rush, we just need to pause for introspection to fix the problem that follows us 

everywhere. Business needs to ride on the back of collaboration and strategy for controlled growth 

and the employees have to align their soaring ambition with the defined corporate objectives. 

Respecting each other is the crucial link in between. Even technology needs a human touch to avoid 

making robotic humans. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Bangalore based author is a senior management professional in Business Development and 

Corporate Communication & National Director - PRCI. Contact him on pkpani@yahoo.com .  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:pkpani@yahoo.com
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  PUJA KOHLI      

 

DEVELOPING INC Q – INCLUSIVENESS 

QUOTIENT 

 
As our awareness of heterogeneity of the world around us 

increases, we awaken to a kaleidoscope of experiences and 

stimuli that was buried in our unconscious state of being. 

We become aware of the smell of the earth after a rainy 

evening, the sound of the cricket, the freshness of the 

morning breeze, the touch of the falling dew and the faint 

chirping of the cuckoo. 

At a physical level, this process is viewed as part of 

transitioning from adolescent to adulthood while at a 

metaphysical level; it is an evolution of our senses, a 

heightened sensitivity towards sights, sounds, smells, feelings 

that was in the growing years taken somewhat for granted. 

When we consider this as a parallel to our individual and 

professional journey as a manager or a leader, we are 

opening ourselves to nuances of human relationships, inter connectedness, differences, similarities 

and a myriad feelings. 

As gold needs to be blazed for purity, our spirits too need to ferment and grow in emotional 

capability. It is this process which determines a gradual evolution towards developing an inclusive 

behaviour. A collective demonstration of this behaviour creates an eco system that permeates 

through the cultural fabric of the organization. 

Is inclusiveness a Value or a Competence? 

As a value, inclusiveness gets positioned like ethics and integrity as core to individuals. In my view, 

this is the error that most organizations make as ‘inclusivity’ cannot be taken merely as an assumed 

“Lack of inclusive 

behaviours could 

lead to feelings of 

anger, frustration, 

hurt, trauma and 

other negative 

emotions 

experienced by 

members of the 

team.”  
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value or a natural behaviour for individuals; it is rather acquired with emotional maturity and 

experience. 

Hence if we view inclusiveness as a competence, we would need to measure it, build and reinforce it 

as we do with other competencies that are a part of our developmental efforts. 

So how does one measure Inclusiveness and this really brings me to a term that I have been 

reflecting for a while and placing for consideration as a future of workforces and developmental 

focus. 

The ‘Inclusiveness Quotient’ (Inc Q) 

Inclusiveness Quotient is a term coined to measure the degree to which an individual is inclusive in 

relation with others. Inclusion is a factor of emotional evolution and maturity and gets exhibited or 

expressed through behaviours and emotions while dealing with relationships and being tolerant of 

differences. Hence this quotient measures the degree of this inherent sensitivity in an individual.  

Inclusiveness Quotient can be also measured at a team level. For a collective, this helps in assessing 

the sensitivity of the prevailing environment in dealing with relationships and differences emerging 

from diversity of thinking, backgrounds, cultures, gender, age and experience as a few elements at 

play.  

Lack of inclusive behaviours could lead to feelings of anger, frustration, hurt, trauma and other 

negative emotions experienced by members of the team.  

So how inclusive are you? Take the time simple Inc Q test (extract) 

 

** The quotient can be derived from an assessment methodology which is part of the interventionist’s tool kit. 

As managers or leaders, we adopt behavioural strategies to deal with our realities based on our 

previous experiences; both positive and negative as well as what we perceive would help us 

succeed. We are comfortable with our frame of reference and form an unconscious behaviour 

pattern which determines our relationships with others. 
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The assessment helps individuals to stir the unconscious and reflect on acceptable and unacceptable 

behaviours by understanding the implications on the eco system. The outcomes could be disturbing; 

however it’s the uncomfortable truths which seed the beginning of change. 

The assessment is conducted both as a group coaching and reflective exercise and as an individual 

development initiative. Peer and upwards 

feedbacks help explore blind spots and advance 

learning at the next stage of development. It’s a 

highly facilitated exercise with other interventions 

to ensure that the right insights and perspectives 

are built in a balanced and accepted way. 

As a top down approach, the cultural reframe 

methodology is deployed with an organizational 

level assessment to identify non inclusive 

behaviours and the results are used to reframe 

mindsets that are culturally not acceptable for 

organizations or to work with individuals to help 

them renew their behaviours and set them up for 

success in their managerial and leadership 

journey. 

Managerial & Leadership Development frameworks need to include assessing the inclusivity 

competence and developing it in a focused manner for individuals through assessments and 

experiential learning as a few elements that can drive behavioural change. 

Impetus for Manager and Leaders 

As the needs of workforces are becoming diverse and segmented with multiple nuances, managing 

teams is a complex leadership journey. The evolution and maturity at an individual level will 

determine the success of the role of the team leader. 

The impetus of change involves  

 Honesty and candor in conversations and dialogue 

 Acknowledgment of biases 

 Patience & tolerance for ambiguity 

 Empathy, recognition of emotions and feelings in self and others 

 Flexibility & Adaptability 

 Positive energy 
 
Culture is continuously morphing and rules of management are becoming obsolete hence our 

thinking needs paradigm shifts to keep pace with this change. 

Organizations need to evolve their development strategies in view of the larger shifts that are taking 

place in the world today. Technology and virtualization has diminished our intuitive capabilities to 

connect, acknowledge, respect and nurture human relationships. 

“Organizations need to 

evolve their development 

strategies in view of the 

larger shifts that are taking 

place in the world today. 

Technology and 

virtualization has 

diminished our intuitive 

capabilities to connect, 

acknowledge, respect and 

nurture human 

relationships.” 

 “ 
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Hence, despite the world becoming more technologically advanced, with communication and 

engagement processes more virtual,  the need of the hour is to bring out the ‘human’ side of us, and 

going back to the grass roots of connecting and ‘being’ to drive a motivated and inspired workforce. 

So let’s try and enhance our Inc Q. 

Contact puja@pujakohli.com or puja-kohli@hotmail.com 
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   PANKAJ RAI   

 

EMPOWER NOW, LEAD TOMORROW    

In 1976, following a research and experiment project on microfinance in the village of Jobra, a 

professor from the University of Chittagong went on extrapolating this concept for a fully-fledged 

bank. The professor, Mohammad Younus recently stepped down from his post at the Grameen bank, 

a post he held for the last 36 years. 

The major contributing factor to the success of the bank was however the principle upon which it 

was founded that loans are better than charity to interrupt poverty: they offer people the 

opportunity to take initiatives in business or 

agriculture, which provide earnings and enable them 

to pay off the debt. By offering credit to classes 

of formerly underserved people, Grameen bank 

aimed to promote financial independence 

among the poor and by encouraging all borrowers 

to become savers, their local capital is converted 

into new loans to others. This system of solidarity 

lending is also given a push by the fact that loans 

are given on a basis of trust.  

Closer home, the Dabbawallas, an 
organization that caters to around 200,000 
customers in the Mumbai suburbs, deliver 
lunchboxes with six sigma proficiency, comprises of 
roughly 5000 employees including 600 odd supervisors that manage day to day operations. 
 
What is common to both the above examples is that they embrace the idea of a flat organizational 
structure, the fact that there is a leader in every one of us. These systems are designed keeping in 
mind that each individual is groomed to be one and by empowering them well before, they are 
better equipped to make smart choices and take better decisions.   
 
What this also leads to gradually, is innovation. Take for example Google, where every Friday 
employees are encouraged to work on any idea of their choice. Some of these ideas materialized 
into the Google glasses and the Google car. The idea of empowering the masses and fostering free 
thought is being pursued to encourage fresher ideas. 
 

“The primary tenet is to 

empower more and more 

individuals with ownership of 

tasks that impact their 

ecosystem and accountability 

for the results. This further 

ensures sustainability of the 

model.” 
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I’ve been leading a captive analytics organization for 5 years now, where we’ve tried to embed this 

philosophy in our framework. Outside of the areas of direct engagement with our business partners, 

we identify important and relevant initiatives that serve to support the organization’s goals. Such 

initiatives fall under the broad scope of ‘people’, ‘process’, ‘partner’ and ‘profit’ pillars. Aside from 

the purpose of enabling projects geared towards employee engagement, better infrastructure, 

establishing a strong brand, and creating value to the business, the activities under these pillars 

create opportunities for grooming leaders from all levels. As is critical with any initiative, the 

outcomes here are measurable in terms of partner experience, employee experience scores, and of 

course business impact. The primary tenet is to empower more and more individuals with ownership 

of tasks that impact their ecosystem and accountability for the results. This further ensures 

sustainability of the model 
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   SONALI DUTTA      

 

IMPACT OF EQ ON LEADERSHIP 

Leadership today has become a natural requirement in all levels of hierarchy. Unlike earlier times 

where Leadership was reckoned to be a requirement for senior leaders, today this is a need even 

while hiring employees at junior levels. People who have the innate leadership competency have a 

natural flair to manage customers, supervisors and fellow colleagues thereby weaving a harmonious 

blend in the ecosystem. 

A classic example is Robin Sharma’s book, “The Leader who had no title”. A book that emphasizes 

the need for leadership is to be demonstrated by all irrespective of hierarchy or title. Whether a 

person is working in a team, facing customers or doing research living by a certain code of conduct 

and values is a way of demonstrating leadership. 

In this context I would also like to refer to a Case Study on 26/11 attack, by Rohit Deshpande, a 

Professor at Harvard. It is certainly a lesson for all Leaders Junior or Senior.  It’s an anecdote that 

exemplifies true honour of leadership. To achieve this level of commitment from the employees one 

needs to start from selection to training to grooming and providing them an environment that 

constantly applauds the right practice and behaviours for the successors. This Ted video by Prof 

Rohit Deshpande left me speechless and spellbound. Reference Link to Video Below: 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQGz1YRqBPw 

This is a video that truly exemplifies, how every employee within the organization lives by the unsaid 

values in an hour of crisis and emergency at the cost of their own lives. The safety of the hotel guests 

was the prime priority during the attack. While it was one of the most brutal acts of terrorism, the 

acts of the unsung employees, remains in the history of the industry. Customer centricity is not just a 

phrase in this incident it's a matter of life and death.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQGz1YRqBPw
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The key competitive advantage any organization has right now is growing the leadership potential of 

every employee, at all levels. From the server room to the boardroom, the companies that will win 

in these highly uncertain times will be those that get people with unique EQ-Leadership capabilities. 

To succeed in this economy, the best organizations will encourage their people to think, feel and 

behave like leaders, delivering wow results within their work. Research and Human Resource 

specialists, today feel EQ is the most critical 

component of Leadership. EQ (Emotional Quotient) 

and SQ (Social Quotient) are more needed in working 

with people than IQ (Intelligence Quotient). As leaders 

you need to constantly get the best out of people. 

According to Daniel Goleman, an American 

psychologist who helped make the idea of EQ popular, 

there are five main elements of emotional intelligence: 

1. Self-awareness. 

2. Self-regulation. 

3. Motivation. 

4. Empathy. 

5. Social skills. 

We have added a sixth dimension that has been borrowed from Maslow’s Need OF hierarchy-Self 

Transcendence. 

 6. Self Transcendence (An addition that we feel is critical). Below is a figure from Goleman’s 

research. 

 

 

Self -Transcendance is an element that requires commitment to something larger than self; 

something that keeps one going even in hours of darkness and hitting the roadblocks. As Steve Jobs 

says: ‘I want to put a ding in the universe.’ 

The ability to manage each of the above areas makes a stronger leader. Autobiographies of famous 

people talks about the various struggles they have gone through before hitting the bull’s-eye. The 

journey of great achievers is rooted in their self-awareness, regulation and the motivation to 

continue even in face of hardships or challenges.  

“The journey of leadership begins 

with self.  Just like charity begins 

at home, emotional 

understanding of self is important 

even before one explores the 

exterior world. We are passionate 

and true to our soul when we 

pursue something we truly believe 

in.”  

 

http://www.mindtools.com/community/Premium/BookInsights.php#EIntelligence
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/s/stevejobs100189.html
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Emotion and feeling powerful, impact our behaviour, decision-making, health, quality of 

relationships and life experience.  To ignore them is to attempt to ignore half of our human nature.  

Navigating them intelligently has a definite leadership and life advantage.  

“Nothing is good or bad except thinking makes it so” ~Shakespeare 

Our thinking directs our choice of emotional perception – love (good) or fear (bad). How we 

interpret a situation creates the meaning and our response to it. Once this split second decision (left-

brain) is made, a corresponding feeling (right-brain) is triggered. This feeling will wire our memory of 

the experience. 

Hence both hemispheres are involved in autobiographical memory – it’s just that the context and 

meaning then gets stored in our subconscious mind and our brain’s memory banks. Much of the lack 

of leadership effectiveness is not due to the current challenge before us. A less than stellar 

behavioural pattern is typically due to the unconscious knee jerk reaction to old stored 

autobiographical memory.  When we change our perceptual memory within our, “storytelling brain”, 

we can change how we see and experience life. 

Thus, it’s imperative to provide an ecosystem to develop this EQ competency in industry and 

academia through conscious efforts. The 

journey of leadership begins with self.  Just like 

charity begins at home, emotional 

understanding of self is important even before 

one explores the exterior world. We are 

passionate and true to our soul when we 

pursue something we truly believe in.  

Soichiro Honda who made the great Honda 

story possible was absolutely aware, resolute 

and motivated about his dream. He laboured 

night and day, even slept in the workshop, 

always believing he could perfect his design and 

produces a worthy product. He pawned his 

wife's jewellery for working capital. He wanted 

to sell his product to Toyota.  Finally, came the 

day he completed his piston ring and was able to take a working sample to Toyota, only to be told 

that the rings did not meet their standards! Soichiro suffered ridicule when the engineers laughed at 

his design.  He refused to give up. Rather than focus on his failure, he continued working towards his 

goal. Then, after two more years of struggle and redesign, he won a contract with Toyota. With 

repeated challenges Honda made more and more progress towards his single-minded mission. 

Today, Honda Corporation employs over 100,000 people in the USA and Japan, and is one of the 

world's largest automobile companies. Honda succeeded because one man made a truly committed 

decision, acted upon it, and made adjustments on a continuous basis. Failure was simply not 

considered a possibility. 

It took Howard Schultz a year to convince the Starbucks owners to hire him. Rest for him was 

making history. Asked the secret of his success, Schultz recounts four principles: "Don't be 

“Thus EQ is one of the strongest pillars of 

Leadership journey; not only for corporate 

organizations but also for life and society at 

large. Better understanding of EQ can also 

positively impact the relationships of 

corporate, countries or competitors…as 

today’s world needs, more collaboration than 

competition to bring about great results in 

different spaces of life.” 
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threatened by people smarter than you. Compromise anything, but your core values. Seek to renew 

yourself even when you are hitting home runs. And everything matters."  

One of the greatest innovative leaders Steve Jobs has also demonstrated EQ; though in a different 

way. EQ is a bouquet of various traits and leaders of all genres have exhibited it to get results. 

Though Jobs was considered to be crazy and autocratic he inspired people towards phenomenal 

results in his style of leadership. 

The leadership styles of some of the most outstanding leaders of the 21st century are all 

underpinned by heartfelt emotional intelligence. 

Richard Branson’s philosophy about leadership is that the best leaders strive to unearth what their 

employees are thinking and feeling. He also believes that “the best designed business plan will come 

to nothing if it is not carried out by enthusiastic and passionate staff”. Developing staff through 

praise and recognition and having fun are also important ingredients of Branson s philosophy on 

leadership. 

Anthony Robbins has very clear ideas about what it takes to be a truly outstanding leader. He 

believes that our world needs true leaders who are committed to creating positive change in 

themselves and others.  

In our changing world of crisis and challenge . . . if we want to be more, if we want our business to 

do more than just survive . . . we must learn the skills of heart centred emotional intelligence … 

Last but not the least the HP Founders Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard demonstrated EQ 

beautifully, in building the foundation of one of the most amazing IT companies in the world. Right 

from coining the organizational name, garage principles to the people orientation is a remarkable 

example of long lasting fruits of EQ–Leadership. The emotional intelligence philosophy is ingrained in 

the spirit of its employees and the culture of the organization. 

Thus EQ is one of the strongest pillars of Leadership journey; not only for corporate organizations 

but also for life and society at large. Better understanding of EQ can also positively impact the 

relationships of corporate, countries or competitors…as today’s world needs, more collaboration 

than competition to bring about great results in different spaces of life. 

 

 

The author is a senior Corporate Professional, a Learning Evangelist and Success Coach & Author. 
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 VAROTH GOPALAN       

 

PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT 

 I feel humbled and honoured to highlight one of the most crucial and critical issue the Nation is 

confronting and encountering is ambitious task of developing the Human Resource across the Nation 

and beyond. Poul J Meyer is said to have asserted that “The greatest natural resources of our Nation 

is its people. It follows inescapably that the primary goal to be pushed at all level state, local, private 

should be development of each individual to his fullest potential”. 

Organisations who have been striving for business excellence have realised that the core of any 

business excellence programme has always been people. Needless to mention people make things 

happen. The impact of any excellence model is linked to how people adopt and practice. I reiterate 

that in the current business environment the drivers of business growth include flexibility and agility 

to change, response time to customer expectation, quality in product and services and ability to 

innovate. But on top of it all, the most crucial differentiating and influencing factor would be the 

people strategy, work culture of an organisation and the role of top leadership capability. Human 

resource is one of the most important resource nature has bestowed on mankind. It has immense 

hidden potentiality and the significance of Employee Development in enhancing substantially 

resource need hardly be over emphasised. It will not be an exaggeration to say that the success and 

failure of any Organisation conclusively depends upon the systematic steps taken towards the 

Employee Development and the devotion and 

commitment towards the same. The cut throat 

competition necessitates employees to be quick 

learners, adaptive to change and be flexible, able 

to innovate and be creative. Needless to mention 

that organization changes with the alteration in 

people and thus the significance of employee 

development need hardly be over emphasized. 

Innovation and creativity will be the most 

significant differentiator on Employee 

Development. 

“…the most crucial 

differentiating and influencing 

factor would be the people 

strategy, work culture of an 

organisation and the role of 

top leadership capability.” 
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It is said that if you will not change with the changing change…change will change you. Accordingly 

the most significant challenge in Employee Development is to enable employees to comprehend the 

significance of Change. What took up to this point will not take further is a hard reality and therefore 

one need to change swiftly. The adage is that “first mover in new products or services gets about 

50% of market share, the next four players split the rest” 

Employee development essentially entails examining the skills and competencies both employee and 

organization will need to accomplish their goals. Agility, speed and creating right culture and 

enablers will make the difference. Creating dynamic rewards and recognition programme that will 

support the right and ever changing behavioural expectation will become more and more crucial. 

“No matter how good you get you can always get better, and that’s the exciting part.” ― Tiger 

Woods. 

True Employee development conclusively takes place when the employees strive strenuously and 

stretches beyond the comfort zone to unleash on a path of continuous and consistent learning. Such 

employees develop and come out with flying colours bringing success to both self and organization. 

Inspiring leadership has got a significant role to play in Employee Development not only through 

personal setting of example of living the values and leading from the front but also taking innovative 

time tested steps and values. In a world where technology is easily purchased and there is no dearth 

of finance, the most crucial and critical aspect will be application of the knowledge and speed to go 

to the market with the right solutions will be the major differentiator and Leadership has a very 

pivotal role to play towards molding and shaping the employees through creative and innovative 

Employee Development interventions. There is a crying need for Leaders who can convert sand into 

gold and it is rightly asserted that a Leader is a dealer in hope and the competitive work 

environment indisputably calls for visionary leaders who can convert adversities into opportunities.  

Significance to training and development will be of immense beneficial and thrust and importance to 

training and development can go a long way in conclusively ensuring Employee Development. 

People are truly the most valued assets.  

Promoting a conducive and congenial work environment which will provide employees trust and 

faith and allow them to experiment and essentially entail to learn from every failure will also augur 

very well from Employee Development perspective towards a great work environment. The 

significance of an attitude albeit a superb and outstanding one, coupled with fun environment will 

surely go a long way in building a enabling work culture. Robust employee development conclusively 
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ushers and enables in a stimulating and vibrating work culture to ensure utmost happiness of 

employees for productivity enhancement. 

Thus it can justifiably be concluded that Employee Development not only plays a significant role in 

building efficient and effective resources but also productive and profitable organization what to 

speak of a modern, vibrant and dynamic Nation.  

 

 

 

 

The Mumbai based Author is a Senior Manager, Learning & Development in Reliance Industries. 
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 PRASHANT GAKHAR     

 

LEADERSHIP 

 Leadership is a process, not an entitlement. Leadership is about getting results through 
others, managing change, and having a clear vision from which you develop strategies.  
 
I give you top 3 actions that will make a difference: 
 

 Provide clear vision and direction 
 
Clarity inspires confidence. People expect leaders to have a forward-looking sense of vision and a 
concern for the future of the institution. The vocabulary may change – “dream,” “forward agenda” 

or “future” – but the message is the same: leaders must know 
where they are going. For any institution, the leader’s vision is 
magnetic North, the place from which other positive and 
beneficial directions for the institution can be set. 
 
Achieving a vision implies change. Leaders must understand the 
nuances and best practices of the change process. They must 
know how to build consensus. After all, people don’t mind 
change so much; they mind being changed. 

 

 Set and celebrate goals 
 
Goals should make people stretch, but they must also be achievable. Identify several key objectives 
and “make wallpaper out of them” — so all understand what your priorities are and where you’ll be 
concentrating your time and efforts. And when the goal is reached, celebrate! Show your 
determination and perseverance. Monitor and adjust if necessary. Your enthusiasm and excitement 
signal your personal conviction. Display true passion for a goal, and it will become infectious. 
 

 Openly identify problems 
 
Anticipate and acknowledge issues and then effectively deal with needed change. Leaders need to 
articulate challenges, both positive and negative, and then do what they say they will do. They build 
trust by openly admitting mistakes rather than assigning blame. 
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In this process, bad news isn't avoided. It’s not denied, diminished, or dismissed. Challenges are 
identified, openly discussed, and eventually resolved. Cooperation and respect are hallmarks in 
dealing with any conflict, and help lead to new understandings before decisions are made. Meetings 
will be longer, but you will progress toward change and implementation will be smoother. 
 
 
In the end, I would just like to say that a picture is more powerful than 1000 words so I leave you 
with the below picture for you to take inspiration, imbibe and get this into practice in your actions: 
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   Uvaid Mohd    

 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

You don’t train leaders you develop them 

I was going through some articles and read that according to the American Society of Training and 

Development, U.S. businesses spend more than $170 Billion dollars on leadership-based curriculum, 

with the majority of those dollars being spent on “Leadership Training.” Now is spending this large 

amount on leadership training worth when you can just build leaders with a right attitude. People 

reading this article would say that trainings act as a 

booster and equip people with right set of skills. I don’t 

deny this but the point here is….Is it worth spending 

this amount and why do we have to train leaders?  

Today, we are surrounded by people who we may call 

leaders -- in government, in the corporate world, in 

education, in the arts. But the truth is we are suffering 

from a scarcity of genuine leadership.  

“There are more fakers in business than in jail.”— Malcolm Forbes 

Leadership comes from the right attitude towards what you think, what you feel about others and 

what impact you leave. Until you are able to influence others, you are not a leader. Until people 

admire you and look up to you, you are not a leader.   

What Makes a True Leader? 

With so many people purporting to be leaders these days, how do we recognize a true leader? To 
answer that question, we must step back and ask: What is it that a leader is really trying to 
accomplish? 

A true leader wants nothing more than to make people stand on their own, as leaders in their own 
right. Instead of trying to blind us with his or her brilliance, a true leader reflects our own light back 
to us, so that we may see ourselves anew. 

“If you do the right thing in a right 
manner and are able to make an 
impact in others lives then you are a 
leader. You can develop true leaders 
if you start leading your life the right 
way for the benefit of the society, 
people and the business.”  
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Bill Gates said - “Leadership is not just about what you do but what you can inspire, encourage and 
empower others to do.” 

Truth about today who we call leaders. 

We see that a Manager who we call a leader is hardly seen in office talking about Employee 

Engagement when it comes to Employee engagement activities at work. 

We see a team leader leaving early from office when there is high volume and instructing his team 

members to stretch for an hour to meet client defined SLAs. 

We see a trainer delivering a training program on Time Manager when he himself is late for a 

training program. 

A Manager is giving promotion to those, who move around their Boss and are ready to do anything 

for the next move.  

A Prime Minister would travel in a private plane and stay in a luxury Villa though he has had lived 

half his life in simplicity and as a common man. 

These selfish and self-obsessed personnel’s leave their footprints behind which in turn develop 

leaders like them and this vicious chain continues. They are not the Leaders at all. 

Leadership comes from home. A father is a leader to his son. A mother is a leader to her daughter.  

This is nothing that has to be inculcated from trainings or giving feedbacks. This comes from the 

inner soul. If you do the right thing in a right manner and are able to make an impact in others lives 

then you are a leader. You can develop true leaders if you start leading your life the right way for the 

benefit of the society, people and the business.  If you are leading in a right manner you will for sure 

have followers of your footprints. 

Abraham Lincoln said -“Always let your subordinates know that the honour will be all theirs if 

they succeed and the blame will be yours if they fail.” 

 
 

 
 
 

http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/Leadership_is_not_just_about_what_you_do_but_what_you_can_inspire%2C_encourage_and_empower_others_to_d/492595/
http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/Leadership_is_not_just_about_what_you_do_but_what_you_can_inspire%2C_encourage_and_empower_others_to_d/492595/
http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/Always_let_your_subordinates_know_that_the_honor_will_be_all_theirs_if_they_succeed_and_the_blame_wi/504908/
http://www.searchquotes.com/quotation/Always_let_your_subordinates_know_that_the_honor_will_be_all_theirs_if_they_succeed_and_the_blame_wi/504908/
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 Nitesh Pandey    

 

LEADER’S DOCUMENT 

It is imperative in talent management to focus more on strengths to develop leadership skills. This is 

not new ever since Peter Drucker spoke about this 40 years ago , in The Effective Executive, that 

“Unless an executive looks for strength and works at making strength productive, he will only get the 

impact of what a man cannot do, of his lacks, his weaknesses, his impediments to performance and 

effectiveness. To staff from what there is not and to focus on weakness is wasteful – a misuse, if not 

abuse, of the human resource.”  This concept adopted big time when Gallup introduced the book 

called “Now discover your strengths”  

But the question is not only to find your strengths but 

how to develop it further, it is great to find your 

natural talent and competencies or ability, but once 

you know about them the big next question is what 

after that, the solution is to build around them with 

complementary skills and strengths. 

Let me discuss the four important points which will 

help you achieve this   

 

1.  Work on your strengths with the same intensity you fix your weakness-: Improving weakness is 

a straightforward activity. Say, for instance, you want to get better at your average capacity to focus 

on results. That may entail getting clear on outcomes of projects you are working on versus just 

understanding the process steps. It could include setting goals, beefing up your work ethic, following 

through on commitments, and seeing assignments through to completion. If you are already strong 

in your focus on results though, these developmental actions are not likely to do anything more for 

you. It is probably more of the same of what you are already doing and you need a different 

approach. 

“By using complementary 

behaviours to advance your 

skills, you can dramatically 

improve your leadership 

capabilities. And so, you 

build around your strengths.” 
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2.  Effectively use Interaction and bring to your advantage: Leadership abilities cluster around and 

reinforce one another.  They don’t operate in isolation. That’s, in part, why very effective leaders 

frequently have a number of complementary skill sets working together to make them great.  In the 

same way that diet and exercise work together to help you get in shape, leadership characteristics 

play off each other too. They interact with each other and produce an impact that is greater than the 

sum of the parts. For example, many leaders who are recognized as talented innovators excel in the 

areas of building trust and change management. These behaviours don’t necessarily cause the 

leader to be more creative or pioneering, but they do support what it takes to create a culture 

where innovation thrives. That helps them to be more inventive and come up with groundbreaking 

ideas. In the Harvard Business Review article “Making Yourself Indispensable,” we found that most 

leadership characteristics have between 8-12 complementary behaviours that serve as a sort of 

building block for a given area of strength. By using complementary behaviours to advance your 

skills, you can dramatically improve your leadership capabilities. And so, you build around your 

strengths. 

3.  Follow your dream: In order to successfully develop your strengths you need to ignite your 

interests. When I work with senior leaders, one of the questions I always ask is “What are you most 

interested in improving?” The reason for this is that when it comes time to integrate their leadership 

development plan into their work, it better not feel like drudgery or it won’t happen. (Or if it does 

happen, it will in some perfunctory way.) Done well, this kind of development becomes meshed into 

the day-to-day work of the leader, so that it changes the overall texture of their leadership 

effectiveness. Not just something they do at 4:45 on Friday afternoon to check the box on some plan 

they aren’t truly committed to. This only happens when you are excited about what you are working 

on. Think about it, when was the last time you gave 100% effort to something you truly didn’t feel 

like doing? 

4.  Don’t make it obvious:  I’ve heard people say that our greatest strength can also be our greatest 

weakness, but I don’t agree. How could strength of character, or being incredibly inspiring and 

motivating to others be a weakness of a leader? My guess is that when people say this, what they 

are observing is a lack of complementary skills. Like a leader who is great with building relationships, 

but becomes one-dimensional and relies exclusively on those relationships to produce results. It’s 

not enough to get the job done. I suspect that what you are really seeing, is not that they are “too 

good” at developing relationships, but that they lack results focus or strategic orientation. Add those 

skills and the leader balances out their strength. Like adding diet to exercise, it increases the 

likelihood of success. 
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READERS FEEDBACK ON 

PREVIOUS ISSUES 

  

“Thanks for putting together yet another wonderful edition of Ekakshaara. I think the concept of 

publishing the E-magazine as per different themes is amazing and I enjoyed all the articles published 

in this edition – to mention a few the articles / story by Abhijeet Bhaduri & by Surya were just 

amazing and easy to connect.  Thanks to the Ekakshaara team for yet another fantastic job. “ 

- Mohan K 

“This is excellent.  

I went through the 2nd edition and I must say that you have done a wonderful job.  

Keep up the good work.” 

- Krishna L 

 

“Thank you, the Editors group. I was so keen on participating but had my hands full with professional 

assignments.” 

- Mridula D 

 

“Nice e-magazine. Can I send my writing also to you ? I like to thank and wish the editorial board for 

this nice magazine and adding my mail id in it.” 

- Angshuman B 

 

 

 


